Vibrational spectroscopy of CO adsorbed on supported ultra-small transition metal particles and single metal atoms
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Abstract

Ultra-small rhodium, palladium and iridium particles with minimum average sizes of five atoms have been prepared in this way. In the infrared spectra of adsorbed carbon monoxide, characteristic features were observed by infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS). These originate from CO adsorbed on single metal atoms and extremely small aggregates, most likely dimers or trimers. In this way, we have detected the atomic nuclei of heterogeneous rhodium nucleation at 90 K. Located at oxide point defects, these atoms form rhodium dicarbonyl species with a symmetric stretch frequency of 2117 cm$^{-1}$, while for iridium dicarbonyl species a frequency of 2107 cm$^{-1}$ was found. At 60 K, rhodium aggregates also grow elsewhere on the oxide film. Comparing the nucleation behaviour at low temperatures, we find an increasing metal–oxide interaction strength in the order Pd < Rh < Ir. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A considerable number of studies utilizing surface science techniques have dealt with metal particles on oxide single crystals or thin films, exploring their structural, electronic and chemisorption characteristics [1–6]. At extremely small sizes, their properties are expected to be strongly influenced by their interaction with the oxide substrate. Yet there is limited experimental information on subnanometre-sized particles or even single metal atoms on such supports.

In many cases, aggregates are prepared via growth from the gas phase at or above room temperature. Under these conditions, adatom diffusion lengths may be considerable for mid-to-late transition metals, resulting in relatively large aggregates. To access the subnanometre size regime, we have therefore utilized growth at and below liquid nitrogen temperatures as well as low metal exposures. As shown by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), ultra-small rhodium, palladium and iridium particles with minimum sizes of five atoms have been prepared in this way. In this paper, we present infrared spectra of CO adsorbed on such deposits. These provide detailed information on the metal nucleation behaviour, which is related to the metal–oxide interaction strength.

2. Experimental

Experiments were performed in a multi-chamber ultra high vacuum (UHV) system with a base
pressure below $2 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar. The NiAl(110) crystal was mounted on a sample carrier which could be transferred between the various experimental stages. The crystal temperature was monitored by an NiCr/Ni thermocouple spot-welded to the sample.

STM images were taken with an Omicron variable-temperature scanning tunneling microscope, which was operated at room temperature in this study. Infrared spectra were acquired with a Bruker IFS 66v/S vacuum infrared spectrometer. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector was used to detect the p-polarized light reflected from the sample surface at 84° grazing incidence. Typically, 1024 scans were accumulated. The spectral resolution after apodization was 3.3 cm$^{-1}$.

The alumina film was prepared via oxidation of the NiAl(110) single-crystal surface [7]; its quality was checked by STM as well as via its phonon bands in the infrared spectrum. Metals (>99.9%) were evaporated from a rod via electron bombardment. During evaporation the sample was put on a retardating potential to avoid effects due to ions accelerated towards the sample. Flux calibration was performed with a quartz crystal microbalance as well as by two-dimensional submonolayer growth on NiAl(110) and subsequent STM measurements. Deposition rates varied between 0.11 and 0.25 monolayers (ML) per min (1 ML rhodium, palladium and iridium correspond to 1.60, 1.53 and 1.57 x 10$^{15}$ atoms cm$^{-2}$, respectively). The samples were exposed to CO (AGA, >99.997%) and $^{13}$CO (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, >99% $^{13}$C, >90% $^{16}$O) utilizing a pin hole doser.

3. Results and discussion

Under control of the substrate temperature, metals were evaporated on to a thin, well-ordered alumina film grown on an NiAl(110) single-crystal surface [7]. At 300 K, rhodium [8,9] and palladium [6,9,10] decorate the network of rotational and antiphase domain boundaries separating long-range ordered domains of the oxide film [11]. At this temperature, iridium also nucleates within the domains [9]. This behaviour is found for all three metals at temperatures of 90 K and below [6,8–10].

The average number of atoms per particle was determined from the number of metal atoms deposited and the island density observed by STM. These tunneling measurements were performed after CO adsorption and heating to temperatures between 300 and 670 K. Below room temperature, diffusion of the smallest aggregates and single atoms cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the data given below constitute upper bounds for the particle sizes right after preparation. Further annealing to the maximum temperatures employed, however, did not lead to significant changes in the observed island number densities [6].

3.1. Rhodium deposits

The infrared spectrum taken from a rhodium deposit prepared and saturated with CO at 90 K (average particle size: nine atoms) is displayed in Fig. 1a (top). The most prominent feature in the stretching region of terminally bound CO molecules is a sharp, intense band at 2117 cm$^{-1}$. This signal has previously been shown to arise from isolated rhodium atoms bound to oxide defects [12]. Both the number of adsorbed CO molecules and the nature of the defect site remained unclear. Features at lower frequencies are assigned to molecules on rhodium aggregates.

In order to gain insight into the stoichiometry of the rhodium carbonyl species giving rise to the band at 2117 cm$^{-1}$, isotopic mixture experiments have been performed. If such a signal was due to Rh(CO)$_2$, three species of different isotopic composition would be formed with relative abundancies of 1:2:1, giving rise to three infrared bands with intensities reflecting this ratio. The latter observation is indeed made experimentally (Fig. 1a, bottom), thereby showing that Rh(CO)$_2$ is responsible for the infrared band under investigation. Such rhodium gem-dicarbonyl species, with an oxidation state of $^+$1 assigned to the rhodium, result from the disruption of metal crystallites on technical Rh/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalysts (symmetric stretch: $\sim$2000 cm$^{-1}$, asymmetric stretch: $\sim$2035 cm$^{-1}$) [13–15]. They have also been
Fig. 1. (a) Infrared spectra taken after deposition of 0.028 ML of rhodium and subsequent saturation with $^{12}\text{CO}$ (top) and an approximately equimolar mixture of $^{12}\text{CO}$ and $^{13}\text{CO}$ (bottom) at 90 K. The isotopic compositions giving rise to the three dicarbonyl bands are indicated below the corresponding wavenumbers. Average particle size: nine atoms. (b) Infrared spectra recorded after CO saturation of rhodium deposits at 90 K, along with corresponding room-temperature STM images (500 Å × 500 Å). Top: 0.057 ML of rhodium deposited at 300 K. Middle: 0.057 ML of rhodium deposited at 90 K. Bottom: 0.057 ML of rhodium deposited at 300 K, followed by the same exposure at 90 K.

observed on TiO$_2$(110) single crystals ($\sim 2110$ cm$^{-1}$/$\sim 2030$ cm$^{-1}$) [16,17], where a similar disruption process has been followed by STM [18]. From our data, no signal due to the antisymmetric stretch is discerned (Fig. 1a). Since for thin oxide films on metal substrates the surface selection rule applies, its dynamic dipole moment must be oriented parallel to the oxide surface.

We now turn to the type of rhodium nucleation site responsible for the infrared band at 2117 cm$^{-1}$. We first note that rhodium deposition at room temperature results in the formation of metal aggregates located at oxide domain boundaries. Upon CO saturation at 90 K, no Rh(CO)$_2$ is formed (Fig. 1b, top). As discussed above, this in clear contrast to a low-temperature deposit. Nucleating inside the domains, it gives rise to the dicarbonyl band (Fig. 1b, middle). In fact, STM measurements revealed that point defects are the primary nucleation sites under these conditions [9]. Rhodium decoration of the line defects at room temperature preceding deposition at 90 K does not suppress rhodium dicarbonyl formation (Fig. 1b, bottom). Consequently, we may conclude that the Rh(CO)$_2$ species are not associated with the domain boundaries but with oxide point defects, which are the dominant rhodium nucleation sites at 90 K.

In order to reduce the particle sizes further, growth and adsorption studies were performed at 60 K. In the infrared spectrum of $^{13}\text{CO}$ adsorbed on such a rhodium deposit (average particle size at 300 K: five atoms) a number of distinct signals are observed at frequencies between 2172 and 1961 cm$^{-1}$, along with a broad absorption band in the range of 2120 to 1950 cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2, bottom) and a very weak feature due to multiply coordinated CO at 1856 cm$^{-1}$.

As in the case of the 90 K deposits, the broad
band and the sharp feature at 2116 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to terminally bound CO on rhodium aggregates of various sizes and to Rh(CO)\(_2\) species at oxide point defects, respectively. Physisorption on the Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) itself [19] is reflected by the band at 2172 cm\(^{-1}\), which is also observed upon CO exposure of the pristine oxide film.

One or more new types of rhodium nucleation site clearly come into play at 60 K compared with the 90 K situation. This is indicated by the observation of a smaller mean particle size, by the lower intensity of the infrared band due to rhodium nucleated at the point defects, and finally by the appearance of new signals at 2087, 2037, 1999 and 1961 cm\(^{-1}\). Their small half-width points to the presence of uniform, isolated Rh\(_n\)(CO)\(_m\) species. Similar features are obtained for deposits with even lower mean particle sizes. Therefore they most likely originate from atomic, dimeric or possibly trimeric rhodium.

Again, the use of isotopic mixtures provides additional information on the identity of the surface species. As expected, saturation with \(^{13}\text{CO}\) results in a downward shift of the entire spectrum by 42 to 49 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 2, top). Slight changes in relative band intensities are due to small variations in sample temperature. Following the spectral evolution with isotopic composition, differences in behaviour of the individual bands are observed (Fig. 2):

- as expected for single, isolated CO molecules, the intensities of the bands at 2172 and 2125 cm\(^{-1}\) vary linearly with the concentration of the corresponding isotopes;
- in line with the statistics of mixture, the rhodium dicarbonyl bands at 2116 and 2067 cm\(^{-1}\) are more strongly attenuated upon addition of the other isotope, and a band due to the mixed dicarbonyl is observed at 2098 cm\(^{-1}\);
- between the bands at 1999 and 1954 cm\(^{-1}\), no such signal at an intermediate frequency is found, implying that they do not originate from rhodium dicarbonyl species at a different surface site. Their slow intensity variation may indicate RhCO; and
- in clear contrast to this, the 2087 cm\(^{-1}\) band vanishes completely upon admixture of 33\% \(^{13}\text{CO}.\) This is conceivable only if the surface complex contains three or more CO molecules.

The information gained from the other signals is less specific. In summary, however, we may conclude that several different types of rhodium particles are responsible for the infrared features observed. Presently, density-functional calculations on small rhodium carbonyls are in progress [20]. Calculated vibrational frequencies of such systems may help to identify the species present on the alumina film.

3.2. Iridium and palladium deposits

These studies on small rhodium particles have been extended to include neighbouring elements in the Periodic Table. Infrared spectra recorded after deposition of comparable amounts of palladium, rhodium and iridium, and subsequent CO saturation at 90 K, are displayed in Fig. 3. We note differences in the low-wavenumber region, where vibrational frequencies of molecules in multiply coordinated sites are located. As on single crystals,
the population of such sites is highest on palladium [21,22], while no such CO is observed on iridium [21,24].

The differences in the region of terminally bound CO, however, are much more pronounced. In the case of iridium, several distinct features are observed. In analogy to the Rh(CO)₂ band at 2117 cm⁻¹, the sharp signal at 2107 cm⁻¹ may be attributed to Ir(CO)₂ species via isotopic mixture experiments (not shown). Bands with similar frequencies have been assigned to the symmetric stretch of Ir²⁺ (CO)₂ on technical Ir/Al₂O₃ catalysts (2107–2090 cm⁻¹) [25] and on the iridium-loaded zeolite H-ZSM-5 (2104 cm⁻¹) [26]. The appearance of a number of bands at lower wavenumber is reminiscent of the 60 K rhodium deposits (Fig. 2), pointing to a comparable nucleation behaviour.

By contrast, no signs of atomically disperse palladium or of structurally well-defined aggregates are observed. Indeed, the infrared spectrum is rather similar to that observed on much larger, disordered palladium aggregates [27]. At the same metal exposure, the palladium particles are found to be larger than the rhodium aggregates by room-temperature STM (Fig. 3).

Our observations show that the infrared spectra of adsorbed CO provide valuable information on the size of metal nanoparticles. In the nucleation regime the metal particle size increases from iridium across rhodium to palladium, implying the opposite trend in metal–oxide interaction strength.

4. Summary and conclusion

We have shown that subnanometre-sized transition metal particles may be prepared on a thin alumina film via growth at temperatures of 90 K and below. Upon saturation with CO, extremely small aggregates give rise to characteristic signatures in the stretching region of the infrared spectrum. Utilizing isotopically labelled CO, information on the composition of the resulting carbonyl species may be extracted. Consequently, infrared spectroscopy constitutes a tool to study the nucleation behaviour of metals on oxide substrates.

We have identified Rh(CO)₂, originating from the atomic rhodium nuclei at oxide point defects at 90 K, with a symmetric stretch frequency of 2117 cm⁻¹, while for Ir(CO)₂ a frequency of 2107 cm⁻¹ was found. These values resemble those observed for metal dicarbonyl species on technical catalysts and oxide single crystals.

At 60 K, additional types of rhodium nucleation site result in a further reduction of particle size and in a correspondingly complex infrared spectrum. Judging from their nucleation behaviour at 90 K, the interaction between the admetals and the alumina substrate increases in the order palladium < rhodium < iridium, in line with the heats of formation of the corresponding metal oxides.
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